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The revolutionary suspension system HTS Hydraulic Tilting 
System™, worldwide patented, provides perfect response in all 
riding conditions, even the most difficult ones. This innovative 
hydraulic suspension allows all wheels to tilt simultaneously, thus 
guaranteeing fluid, smooth, precise and stable riding even in the 
worst road conditions.

HTS HydrAulic TilTing SySTem™
WorldWide PaTenTed Technology



QuAdrO4 is the first compact S.u.V. (“Safe” Utility Vehicle) in the 
world, with four tilting wheels and two-wheel drive, double HTS 
Hydraulic Tilting System™ device and independent hydraulic 
suspensions offering a unique and superior level of safety, comfort 
and fun on all road and weather conditions. QuAdrO4 can be ridden 
in europe and Switzerland even with car driving license.



Thanks to its brilliant and fluid engine, QuAdrO4 can tackle any road 
condition with maximum safety and unique agility on both crowed 
urban roads and  long-distance journeys. 



QuAdrO4 is extremely handling and guarantees an easy ride also to 
the female users.



QuAdrO4 is powered by a centrally mounted engine, with double 
camshaft, for higher level of comfortable ride and with integrated 
differential for a two-wheels drive.



The unique features of QuAdrO4 are enhanced when you ride the 
vehicle in the worst conditions and HTS Hydraulic Tilting SystemTm can 
express its superior performances.



QuAdrO4 is extremely fun to ride. It is strongly built with 
special reinforced frame  and with two-wheel drive to withstand 
all road conditions.



QuAdrO3 is the three-wheel maxi-scooter developed by Quadro 
to leverage the great opportunities offered by a new and exclusive 
technology, the HTS Hydraulic Tilting System™. The low center 
of gravity and the minimized overall weight allow QuAdrO3 to 
offer a safe ride and a high level of comfort. QuAdrO3 can be 
ridden in europe even with the car driving license.



QuAdrO3 is the perfect vehicle for the daily ride around the city 
offering advanced technological solutions for a safe ride.



QuAdrO3 is equipped with a roomy under-seat storage able to 
host two helmets and with other two small compartments, one  with 
a 12 Volt socket.



QuAdrO3 is the perfect partner for an easy urban mobility.  Its cutting 
edge style will not let you go unnoticed.



Top-case Passenger back-rest

leg coverAntitheft

Bike coverSissy Bar

AcceSSOrieS line-uP
The genuine accessories line-up includes a rear 48 liters top-case with 
integrated passenger back-rest, a Sissy Bar for a higher comfort of the 
passenger, a leg cover for the best protection on cold seasons, a bike cover 
and an antitheft for the maximum protection when the vehicle is parked 
outside.

To discover all the original and compatible accessories line-up visit
www.quadrovehicles.com/accessories.
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The technical specifications of QuAdrO4 may be changed without notice. The technical specifications of QuAdrO3 may be changed without notice.

Single cylinder, 4 stroke, 4 valve
346 cc
liquid
82 mm x 65.5 mm
Sohc, single overhead cam - silenced chain
19.8 Kw (27 hP)  @ 7,000 rpm 
28.8 nm @ 5,500 rpm
Electronic injection
Trochoid pump, wet-sump
electronic
automatic dry centrifugal
CVT – continous variable transmission with trapezoidal belt
Euro2 L5e – engine with specifics Euro3  

engine
Tyres
displacement
cooling system
Bore x stroke
Timing
Maximum power
Maximum torque
Fuel supply
Lubrication
Starting system
clutch
Primary drive
homologation

cHASSiS
Frame
Front suspension

rear suspension
Braking system

Front brakes
Rear brake
Front rims
rear rim
Front tyres
rear tyre

dimenSiOnS
length
height
Width
Seat height
dry weight
Fuel tank capacity

Steel tubes
hTS hydraulic Tilting System™
(hydro-pneumatic tilting suspension)
dual dampers - wheel travel of 100 mm
Integral braking with left lever and pedal
Front wheels braking with right lever
Two discs Ø 240 mm - hydraulic caliper
Single disc Ø 256 mm - hydraulic caliper
2.75 x 14”
3.75 x 15”
110/80 - 14”
140/70 - 15”

2,270 mm
1,340 mm
800 mm        
780 mm
200 kg 
13 litres 

engine 
Type                                                   
displacement
cooling system
Bore x stroke
Timing
Maximum power
Maximum torque
Fuel supply
Lubrication
Starting system
clutch
Primary drive
Final drive
homologation

cHASSiS
Frame
Front suspension

rear suspension

Braking system

Front rims
rear rims
Front tyres
rear tyres

dimenSiOnS
length
height
Width
Seat height
Tilting angle
dry weight
Fuel tank capacity

Single cylinder, 4-stroke, 4-valve
346 cc
liquid
82 mm x 65.5 mm
Sohc, single overhead cam - silenced chain
22.1 Kw (30 hP) @ 7,500 rpm
24.5 nm @ 5,000 rpm
Electronic injection
Trochoid pump, wet-sump
electronic
automatic dry centrifugal
Automatic (CVT) with integrated differential
Dual drive timing belt
Euro2 L5e - engine with specifics Euro3

Steel tubes
hTS hydraulic Tilting System™
(hydro-pneumatic tilting suspension)
hTS hydraulic Tilting System™
(hydro-pneumatic tilting suspension
hydraulic, four discs Ø 240 mm
Integral braking with left lever and pedal
Front wheels braking with right lever
2.75 x 14’’
2.75 x 14’’
110/80 x 14’’
110/80 x 14’’

2,180 mm
1,340 mm
800 mm
770 mm
45°
257 kg
14 litres


